
Multidimensional walls
carved into Staron® Solid Surfaces      

marioromanowalls.com.au



Mario Romano Walls is an exclusive line of multidimensional walls carved into Staron® Solid Surfaces. Achieving unlimited scale with intricate detail and providing a textured 
design on a durable surface. Feature Mario Romano Walls in lobbies, restaurants, hotels, shopping centres, hospitals, kitchens, bathrooms and endless other application 
environments. Carved directly into Staron® Solid Surfaces, Mario Romano Walls are non porous, hygienic and resist stains. They offer a finish solution in one step. No painting. 
No sanding. No grout. Simply place the pieces together that are interconnecting to create the finished design. Mario Romano Walls are a break out design language that 
is created by an innovative manufacturing process, involving the latest in parametric computing and CNC machining technology. Designed by renowned Mario Romano in 
California, then manufactured and installed by local Staron® fabricators, the wall system enables the beauty of complexity to be experienced, touched and even showered in. 
Engineered to endure, these highly durable walls are bringing a high level of unique and desirable design possibilities. Austaron Surfaces are the proud distributors of Staron® 
Solid Surfaces, Mario Romano Walls, Acrylic Couture® and Kaynemaile® architectural mesh. To view the full Mario Romano Walls collection, visit marioromanowalls.com.au

Simple Installation
Interconnecting Design.

One Step Solution
No painting. No sanding. 

No grout.

Design Flexibility
Over 50 standard designs, 

endless custom possibilities.

Colour Versatility 
Over 80 colours to 

select from.

Hygienic
Non porous. Resistant to 

mould and mildew.

Unlimited Scale
No size limitations. 

Exterior opportunities.

Premium Quality
Manufactured with 

Staron® Solid Surfaces.

Custom
Create any custom design 
or pattern for your project. 

Illumination
Backlight your project to 

create ambiance.

Logos 
Visual impact with 

branding and logo detail.

https://www.austaron.com.au/mario_romano_walls_collection.html
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